Batch processes are commonly characterized by uneven trajectories due to the existence of batchto-batch variations. The batch end-product quality is usually measured at the end of these uneven trajectories. It is necessary to align the time differences for both the measured trajectories and the batch end-product quality in order to implement statistical process monitoring and control schemes.
uses the principle of dynamic programming to minimize a dissimilarity measurement or a distance between two trajectories and it may shift some feature vectors in time, compress some and/or expand others so that a minimum distance is achieved [21] . DTW was first introduced into chemometrics as a tool for supervision and fault detection with particular reference to bioprocess applications [22] .
Then Kassidas et al. [2] adapted the DTW algorithm to batch statistical process control as a tool to synchronize batches with different lengths and/or different local times. Thereafter various modified versions of DTW were proposed in the literature for batch trajectory synchronization [23, 24, 9] .
For example, a robust DTW algorithm was proposed in [23] through combining a moving window least squares procedure with derivative DTW so as to avoid singularity points and reduce the bias of alignment results towards the reference trajectory. Most recently, an adaptation from Kassidas et al. ' s approach was introduced in [9] to achieve on-line synchronization of batch trajectories.
Given any two trajectories with different lengths, DTW can be applied to synchronize them as there is always an optimal solution to minimize the distance between these two trajectories according to certain criteria. Such a synchronization mechanism considers little about the process dynamics.
As a result, DTW may distort the inherent process dynamics during the adjustment of localized segments and thus the ability for fault detection and diagnosis using the synchronized data can be reduced in some occasions [25] . Except for the synchronization of process variable trajectories, the batch end-product quality measured at the end of batch runs needs to be aligned as well due to the change of batch durations for shorter batches after the synchronization. For the indicator variable approach or the DTW approach, the future batch end-product quality at the synchronized batch duration time for those shorter batches can simply be assumed to be the same values at their original endpoints. However, this may not be true due to the change of batch durations for those shorter batches, especially in case of a large change of batch durations. An alternative approach is to predict the future batch end-product quality values at the synchronized batch duration time for shorter batches using a pre-determined model. Such a model can be identified using the method proposed in [26] , where a series of created pseudo batches are synchronized to their batch endpoints and a PLS model is identified from the synchronized pseudo batch data. As the synchronized pseudo batch data come from various windows of batch runs, the identified PLS model is essentially a moving-window PLS model. It can be used for predicting future batch end-product quality as long as the process dynamics does not change for the time period that the moving windows cover.
Using the model identification method in [26] , this paper proposes a two-step method for aligning uneven batch data. The first step is to identify short-window PCA&PLS models by aligning batches with uneven lengths to their endpoints and the second step is to apply the identified PCA model to estimate missing trajectories and to apply the identified PLS model to predict future batch endproduct quality for those shorter batches. The paper is organized as follows. The PCA&PLS models used in this paper are briefly introduced in Section 2. The proposed method is then presented and discussed in Section 3. Case study of applying the proposed method to align uneven batch data and control batch end-product quality with options of variable batch lengths for the fed-batch fermentation of penicillin is given in Section 4 and some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Preliminaries
For multi-way PLS, process variables are divided into two groups: one stands for predictor values such as measured process variable trajectories and the other stands for response values such as measured batch end-product quality variables. Each group of data is originally a three-dimensional matrix of size I × J × K, where I is the number of batches for which data are available, J is the number of variables that are measured and K is the number of samples collected during the batch run. Although there are various possibilities to unfold the data, the batchwise unfolding approach is the most logical way to model the difference among batches [8] . The unfolded data are further mean-centered and scaled to be unit variance and performing PLS on the obtained data results in a latent variable model of the form:
where X is a matrix of I × J x K x for predictor variables, Y is a matrix of I × J y K y for response variables, P 1 of J x K x × A and Q 1 of J y K y × A are the loading matrices, respectively. Here A is the number of latent variables. The scores T 1 and U 1 are related by a diagonal matrix B 1 with
, where W 1 is the weight matrix [27] . Finally, E 1 and F 1 are residual matrices. The identified multi-way PLS model can be applied to control batch end-product quality through trajectory manipulation [5, 28] . Specifically, if there is no measurement for product quality variables or the response variables are not considered, multi-way PCA can be applied instead to model the correlation structure of all measured process variables:
where T, P and E are the corresponding matrices for the PCA model.
Uneven Batch Data Alignment Method
The critical assumption made when performing batchwise unfolding is that all the batches are of the same length. This assumption ensures that the number of columns in the unfolded data matrix is the same for each row, which allows PCA and PLS techniques to be readily applied. For uneven batch trajectories, it is necessary to align uneven batch data at first and then to identify PCA&PLS models for process monitoring and control.
The principle of the proposed uneven batch data alignment method is demonstrated using an example shown in Fig. 1 (a) that depicts three batches with different lengths. The variables for batch end-product quality are only measured at the end of each batch run, i.e., y 1 , y 2 and y 3 for these three batches in the example. Similar to the synchronization of pseudo batches in [26] , these three batches are firstly aligned toward their endpoints and a modeling window is then selected to identify the multi-way PCA and PLS models for the selected window, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The length of the selected window is denoted as Wm and the identified short-window PCA&PLS models are referred to as Wm-PCA and Wm-PLS, respectively. It is worthy to note that the data structure of the Wm-PCA and Wm-PLS models for predictor variables can be regarded as a special case of variable-wise with time-lag unfolding approach [7, 29] , where only the last row of unfolded data for each batch is selected to identify the PCA&PLS models and thus the identified PCA&PLS models are anticipated to be closely related to the process dynamics at the ending stage of batch runs. The identified PCA&PLS models are essentially moving-window models as the data used for identifying the models come from different windows of all available batch data. Such a model identification approach is valid as long as the process dynamics does not change for the time period that the moving windows cover. This is the case for most single-phase processes that can be modeled by a single PCA/PLS model.
Once the Wm-PCA&Wm-PLS models for the selected modeling window are identified, they are to be used for extending shorter trajectories using missing data algorithms [30] and predicting future batch end-product quality for those shorter batches. Here the identified Wm-PCA model is used for estimating missing data while the identified Wm-PLS model is used for predicting future batch end-product quality. Such an arrangement aims to make full use of the identified Wm-PCA model for estimation and to make full use of the identified Wm-PLS model for prediction. As shown in Fig. 1(a), Batch 1 and Batch 2 are shorter batches compared to Batch 3 and thus the missing data in Batch 1 and 2 can be estimated by placing the identified Wm-PCA model to a position that covers the missing part fully, which is shown in Fig. 1 
(c). Several missing data imputation methods have
been proposed in the literature [30, 31] . The common idea of them is to make use of the underlying data pattern to deduce the missing part from the known part. Taking the missing data algorithm called Projection to the Plane as an example, its principle can be briefly stated as follows.
For the ith batch, the predictor values X i can be partitioned as X i = [X *
iX i ], where X * i denotes measured data whileX i represents missing data. The loading matrix P from the Wm-PCA model can be partitioned accordingly as P =
Originally, the score vector τ = X i P is determined by both X * i andX i . So the score vector τ connects the measured data and the missing data. It is to be optimized to best match the measured data and the optimized score vectorτ should also be the best available candidate to match the missing data.
Therefore the missing data can be deduced from the optimal score vectorτ , which is obtained from minimizing the following objective function:
It can be seen that the objective function aims to match the known data using the score vector τ to be optimized. The optimal score vector can be obtained analytically by taking the derivative with respect to τ for the objective function and setting it to zero [30] :
When the matrix P * T P * is ill-conditioned, it is recommended to computeτ through an optimization process instead [7] . Once the optimal score vectorτ is obtained,X i can be calculated as follows:
The future batch end-product quality y for shorter batches can be predicted using the identified Wm-PLS model. The Wm-PLS model is placed to the same position as the Wm-PCA model and it uses the estimated missing dataX i from the Wm-PCA model to predict future batch end-product
In this way, the batch end-product quality can be updated for those shorter batches, just as the updated batch end-product qualityŷ 1 andŷ 2 shown in Fig. 1(c) .
The length of the modeling window for identifying the Wm-PCA&Wm-PLS models can be relatively small to reflect local dynamics of the process, then the estimation of missing data can be implemented in a recursive way as shown in Fig. 2 . Although the modeling window may not cover the duration of the whole missing data part, it can be initially placed to cover only part of missing data and then move forward to estimate all missing data recursively. Such an approach can be regarded as a moving-window estimator for missing data. A benefit of such an approach is to make the most use of the known data to estimate missing data. In practice, the length of the modeling window can be selected heuristically with the consideration of local dynamics for accurate estimation and prediction using the identified Wm-PCA&Wm-PLS models.
A common assumption for the use of the identified Wm-PCA model to estimate missing data and the use of the identified Wm-PLS model to predict future batch end-product quality is that the identified Wm-PCA&Wm-PLS models are valid for the time period that the modeling window covers. Under such an assumption, batch data can actually be aligned to be a specific batch length between the shortest and the longest batches using moving window estimation. As shown in Fig. 3 , the modeling window is moved to a position between the shortest and the longest batches for aligning batch data to be a specific length between the shortest and the longest batches. Then missing data for Batch 1 and 2 can be estimated using the identified Wm-PCA model and batch end-product quality for all these three batches can be predicted using the identified Wm-PLS model. For batches without missing data such as Batch 3 in Fig. 3 , the batch end-product quality at the assumed batch ending time can simply be predicted using all known data of predictor variables:
Therefore, all batch data can be fully aligned to be the same length with the updated batch endproduct quality at the assumed batch endpoint. For the example shown in Fig. 3 , the updated batch end-product quality values areŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 andŷ 3 . Using the aligned batch data with the specified batch length, new PCA&PLS models can be identified accordingly for process monitoring and control. The ability to specify a batch length for aligning uneven batch data can be beneficial for controlling batch end-product quality as flexible options for batch lengths exist and an optimal control strategy can be chosen from these options with the compromise of batch running lengths and available control efforts.
Nevertheless, the batch lengths cannot be extended arbitrarily for some shorter runs as the operation may already reach the critical moments such as the maximum yield of product. In such cases, the extended running can be detrimental for the production and the identified short-window PCA&PLS models become invalid for the extended time period due to the change of process dynamics. Therefore the extension of such shorter batches should be excluded from the proposed approach.
Case study
In order to assess and validate the above uneven batch data alignment approach, a benchmark simulation for the penicillin fed-batch fermentation process is used. The simulator, called Pensim, is based upon a series of detailed mechanistic models that describe the fermentation process [32] . The following process variables are collected hourly during the fermentation process: aeration rate, agitator power, substrate feed temperature, substrate concentration, dissolved oxygen concentration, culture volume, carbon dioxide concentration, pH, fermenter temperature, generated heat and substrate feed rate. The substrate feed rate is the manipulated process variable while the batch end-product quality is the biomass concentration measured at the end of batch runs. Except for varying substrate feed rate profiles for batch runs, the fed-batch fermentation process is also subject to disturbances to aeration rate, agitator power, substrate feed rate and substrate feed temperature. According to the uneven data alignment method shown in Fig. 1 , these 40 batches are first aligned to their endpoints and a modeling window is selected for identifying the Wm-PCA&Wm-PLS models. The identified Wm-PCA model is further applied to estimate the missing trajectories in shorter batches and therefore all resulting batches are of the same length of 200 hours after feeding the missing data. The future substrate feed rate is assumed to be known in advance since it is the process input. Thus it is not estimated by missing data algorithms while all other process variables are to be estimated for shorter batches. Specifically, the missing data algorithm called projection to the plane is applied here. Other missing data algorithms such as trimmed score method can also be applied.
Taking the process variable of dissolved oxygen concentration as an example, the estimated future dissolved oxygen concentration trajectory against its actual trajectory for a batch with a running length of 160 hours is shown in Fig. 5 , where three cases of Wm=80 hours, Wm=100 hours and Wm=120 hours are compared. It can be seen that the selected modeling window lengths do impact the accuracy of missing data estimation. Fig. 5 shows that in this particular application the selection of Wm=100 hours achieves the best performance in terms of missing data estimation. As a result, Wm=100 hours is selected in all the subsequent simulations. However, the selection of the modeling window length is quite heuristic and process dependent. Generally, larger modeling window lengths are favorable for missing data algorithms while shorter modeling window lengths are favorable for identifying accurate local PCA&PLS models. Therefore Wm should not be excessively large so as to ensure that the process dynamics along the modeling window does not change too much.
The alignment of the shorter batch using Wm=100 hours is further compared with the DTW approach in Fig. 6 , where the reference trajectory for the DTW approach is selected to be the mean trajectory for all full-length batches with similar substrate feed rate profiles. It can be seen that the performance of the synchronization using the DTW approach is closely related to the selected reference trajectory as the shorter trajectory is mainly twisted to be close to the reference trajectory without considering the process dynamics. Therefore the synchronized trajectory by the DTW approach can stray away from the real trajectory while the proposed alignment method only estimates the future missing trajectory and the past known trajectory is kept intact.
In order to further demonstrate the capability of the identified Wm-PCA model for extending shorter trajectories, Fig. 7 shows the estimation of future carbon dioxide concentration trajectories for three shorter batches and compares them with their actual trajectories that would have been obtained if these batches were prolonged to 200 hours. The figure clearly shows that the identified Wm-PCA using Wm=100 hours successfully estimates the future carbon dioxide trajectory for each of these three batches. Here the number of principal components for Wm-PCA is selected to be 16 accounting for over 90% data variability.
The future biomass concentrations for those shorter batches can also be predicted using the iden- The FBL-PLS model identified from the aligned batch data can be further applied to control batch end-product quality through trajectory manipulation [5, 28] . As illustrated in Fig. 3 , uneven batch data can be aligned to be a specific length between the shortest and the longest batches using moving window estimation. Here three options of batch lengths are demonstrated, i.e., the original uneven batch data are aligned to be 160, 180 and 200 hours, respectively. Then three FBL-PLS models can be identified based on these three sets of aligned batch data. At each control decision point for the control of batch end-product quality, three control strategies can be deduced from the identified FBL-PLS models and each control strategy has its specified batch running length. The future substrate feed rate trajectories and the resulting biomass concentration trajectories for these three options at the control decision point of 20th hour are plotted in Fig. 10 and 11 , respectively.
The target biomass concentration is set to be 13g/l for all these three options. It can be seen that an optimal control strategy is deduced from each option based on the identified FBL-PLS model with the specified batch length and all three options have successfully reached the desired target. However, a shorter batch running length for the same control target needs higher control efforts, as shown in Fig.   10 . Furthermore, different batch running lengths result in different optimal control profiles and some control profiles tend to be more oscillatory than the others. Balancing the benefits of shorter batch running times and the sacrifice of extra control efforts, an overall optimal control strategy can be selected from these three options. The extra freedom to select batch running lengths at each control decision point can be extremely beneficial in practice, especially for saving time and energy.
Conclusions
This paper has studied an approach to align uneven batch trajectories and the corresponding batch end-product quality values. The principle of the proposed method is to identify short-window PCA&PLS models at first and then to apply the identified models to estimate missing trajectories for shorter batches and also to predict future batch end-product quality for those shorter batches.
Thus all batches are to be the same length through feeding the missing data to shorter batches and updating the corresponding batch end-product quality. The proposed method can also align uneven batch data to be a specific batch length between the shortest and the longest batches. Thus extra flexibility exists for the control of batch-end product quality as the remaining batch running length is not fixed at each control decision point. The application of the proposed data alignment method to a benchmark simulation for penicillin fed-batch fermentation has demonstrated its effectiveness in estimating missing trajectories and predicting future batch end-product quality.
It should be emphasized that the proposed data alignment method is only applicable to those batch processes that can be modeled by single PCA and PLS models. For batch processes with multiple phases or key events happening during the batch run that change the correlation characteristics, multiple local models should be employed to align data for each phase so as to ensure key events overlapping for all batches. Furthermore, for those processes that can hardly be modeled by a linear model such as PCA and PLS models, nonlinear-type modeling methods should be applied instead for uneven batch data alignment. The application of the proposed data alignment method to those complex processes with multiple phases and/or nonlinear process dynamics can be the future work. 
